
one of
The Editor;

This is regarding an arti
about the Alberta Association
Students being a snob, unfrien
to foreigners, etc. published
page 7 of the Gateway, Feb.
1969.

I am a student from India a
cannot claim to speak for
foreign students or for that mat
all Indian students on the ca
pus. But the following argume
is believed to be fairly general.

All that the article seems to
is that we (AAS) are this a
that in our own eyes and oppo'
or not so this and that in fore
eyes. And the implication is th
the major cause of this is lack
awareness on our part. As

A commandment
for socialists

The Editor;
Be ye equal to thy neighbor, as

thou would have him equal unto
thee. The end unto which is a
Socialist Utopia.

. . . Forgive me Oh Great
Socialists, but my finite mind
cannot comprehend my equality
to the Masters in every area of life
-Bobby Hull, athletics; Albert
E i n s t e i n, intellectual; Clare
Drake, coaching; and the list is
endless. These men strived hard
to rise above rest, yet Thou
would make us equal in every
far-reaching aspect of society. My
sinful unsocialistic mind does not
perceive this to the UTOPIA but
rather MEDIOCRITY.

My Plea, Oh Great God-Men,
is for FREEDOM for all to excel
-based on equality of oppor-
tunity. But I perceive that the
"legalism" of your Elders or the
"violence" of your Youth-Army
will not result in equality of even
my humble sort-unless all are
degraded to the same low level.
(But what happens when all
initiative is gone and all are on
welfare?)

In the future will love and edu-
cation prevail to slowly remove
deep-seated prejudice and in-
equalities in opportunity-or will
the Revelation of Socialisrn show
it perpetuated and deepened?

Forgive me for questioning
Thy Great Socialistic Decrees.
One last request, I Pray Thee-
Allow me the freedom to observe
the inequalities in the opposite
sex. Oh no-you're not decree-
ing equalizing surgery ... !

Doug Munro
ed 4

The Editor;
The Feb. 20 Gateway informs

us that a group of students parad-
ed at an election rally with the
flag of anarchy and a poster of
Ho Chi Minh. If the report is
correct I find this rather in-
congruous. I doubt any anarchist
would ever so lend himself to the
principle of authoritarianism that
he would display the poster of the
head of a nation-state. Certainly
he would never single out Uncle
Ho or any of his fellow dictatorial
ilk.

Anarchism opposes Marxist-'
Leninism; it opposes arbitrary

and 'irrational' authority and
favors maximum decentralization
and individual freedom-not li-
cence. Anarchists of Vietnam,
Cuba, China, Korea, the Soviet
Union have long since met their
doom at the hands of Ho, Mao,
Castro, etc.

It is certainly indicative of the
confusion reigning in the so-call-
ed New Left that its supporters
would rally around such incom-
patible symbols as the flag of
anarchy and a picture of Ho Chi
Minh.

Harold Barclay,
Associate Professor
Anthropology
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awareness
some more data would set the
matters right! The following is
a refutation of this implication
and expression of an upsetting
effect which the author of that
article probably could not con-
ceive.

1. Norm-fitting:
That article seems to be an

attempt of fitting to a norm.
Every group has certain norms.
Some norms are accepted rather
universally. Some of these have
a meaning only when more than
one group is considered. "Being
friendly and concerned with
people of other groups" is ob-
viously one of this type. This is
the norm in case.

2. Lack of Suitable Disposi-
tion:

T h e question is NOT
whether AAS is friendly and all
that. AAS just does not care
about the situation. It is not a
matter of realization or lack of
information for information is
irrelevant to one who does not
care either way.

It is like the difference between
being ill-informed and being ili-
disposed to be informed. There
is something in basic disposition
of AAS which causes a total in-
difference towards the whole
thing.

Whether such a disposition is
a sign of sickness is another mat-
ter. The point is brought up to
show that the causes of unfriend-
liness, etc. are within and it is
not a matter of data-shortage. If
one interviews a few AAS in this
respect it would turn out that ai-
most none of them have given
any thought to this and further-
more the question is meaningless
to them even after it is asked.

3. A Cruel Jest:
What then, does such an

article achieve? In view of what
is already said any article of this
kind is totally useless as far as
effect on AAS goes. What re-
mains is rather upsetting.

In a short while, most of us
realize the situation. We get
used to being ignored. Some-
times we get an overwhelming
emotional suffocation. We learn
not to be choked. We keep
cursing ourselves for not choosing
a more civilized place.

Most of us voice these feel-
ings very rarely probably because
they realize that it is not a matter
of data-shortage. The author of
the article probably means well.
But as indicated this place is cold
for us in more ways than one.
An ineffectual exposition of our
shiverings amounts to a cruel
ridicule.

S. V. Modak

The Vacant Halls of lvy

A different story
The Editor;

Your issue of Feb. 20 carries
two articles on the current state
of the labour market (David
Black and Don Moren). Pro-
fessors Brigham Y. Card and
Arthur K. Davis are presently
editing "Proceedings of the Tenth
Annual Meeting of the Western
Association of Sociology and
Anthropology". The proceedings
contain an article of mine "Con-
sequences of the Demographic
Wave in Western Canada", which
summarizes some of the literature
and also reports some of my re-
search. I still have a few copies.
A large-sized, self-addressed en-
velope will secure one.

Briefly. the labour market is
very different from what it was
20 years ago. The number of
new entrants is large, then it was
small. The proportion relatively
to older ages is large and there is
a traffic jam higher up the pro-

- in 15 years
motion pyramid. Twenty years
ago it was an empty thoroughfare
and the education gap of possibly
up to four years made it easy to
leave older age groups behind.
Now, the educational gap dwin-
dled almost to nothing in terms
of years. Inasmuch as younger
age groups pursue esoteric fields
of study, for which the society
as presently organized has limited
use, the new entrants onto the
labour market may actually be at
an educational disadvantage in
comparison with older members
of the labour force. It was demo-
graphy, not superior ability which
made for sky-rocketing careers
20 years ago. It is demography
which lies at the root of the high
unemployment among new en-
trants and the relative decline in
their income. Esoteric education
only selects the victims. Eco-
nomics add their contribution
when deprived of that part of the

demand which 20 years ago was
arising out of the need of babies
and large families. (The birth
rate is 1968 was lower than at the
most critical point in the thirties.)

I wonder whether the deep,
underlying, inexorable, relentless
influence of demography, esoteric
education and economics can be
dodged through mechanistic action
of the public employer (David
Black) or the goodwill of private
employers (Don Moren). How-
ever, in 15 years time, wihen de-
clining numbers will be coming
onto the labour market it will be
ail smiles again and once more
new entrants will be wooed by
employers, public and private
alike. (And possibly, learned
articles about the superiority of
liberal art education in compari-
son with more rigorous training
will re-appear again.)

Karol Krotki
Dept of Sociology

The soga of rudicul Harry
Th Editor;

I am rather perturbed at being
continually plagued by the "cold
war waged between the SDU
and the realists. I have done ex-
haustive research resulting in a
lucubration from which inspira-
tion may be drawn by those
whom it may concern! Here are
the fruits of my research:

Harry was a worker,
one of Bordo's lads.
He was foully murdered
by those anti-SDU cads.

Harry went to heaven,
he made the gates with ease,
"May 1 speak with Comrade

God,
l'm Harry Pollick please?"

I'm a friend of Mister Hall
Well OK that's quite all right.

They put him in the mixed
chorus,

the hymns he did not like,
so he organized the tenors
and he led them out on strike.

One day as God was walking,
through heaven to ease the

pace
who should he see but Harry

boy
-picketing the place!

They brought him up for trial
before the heavenly ghost,
for spreading disaffection,
amongst the heavenly host.

Who are you, said St. Peter The verdict it was guilty,
Are you humble and contrite? and Harry said. "Oh well!"

He tucked his nitee 'round his
knees

and drifted down to hell.

Seven long years have passed.
and Harry's doing swell.
He's just been made first

commissar
of Students' Democratic Hell.

The moral of this story
Is easy for-to-tell,
If you want to be a radical
You'll have to go to hell!

IMy humble apologies to the
author, for the disfiguration of
his composition.]
Take heed you radicals. Change

your evil ways. Otherwise the
time will come for you to tuck
your nitees "round your knees"
and descend into Pandemonium!

A Turzansky
arts 1

The problem is not

Signs of contradiction


